OCTOBER 10 2019

VERSA-STYLE
DANCE
COMPANY

9:30 AM & 11 AM

2019-2020 FIELD TRIP SERIES
BROADEN THE HORIZONS OF YOUR CLASSROOM.
EXPERIENCE THE VIBRANT WORLD OF THE ARTS
AT THE McCALLUM!

EXPANDING THE CONCEPT OF LITERACY
What is a “text”? We invite you to consider the performances on McCallum’s Field Trip Series as non-print texts
available for study and investigation by your students. Anyone who has shown a ﬁlmed version of a play in their
classroom, used a website as companion to a textbook, or asked students to do online research already knows that
“texts” don’t begin and end with textbooks, novels, and reading packets. They extend to videos, websites, games,
plays, concerts, dances, radio programs, and a number of other non-print texts that students and teachers engage
with on a regular basis.
We know that when we expand our deﬁnition of texts to the variety of media that we use in our everyday lives,
we broaden the materials and concepts we have at our disposal in the classroom, increase student engagement,
and enrich learning experiences.
Please consider how utilizing your McCallum performance as a text might align to standards established for reading,
writing, speaking, listening, and language.
How do we help students to use these texts as a way of shaping ideas and understanding the world?
Please use this material to help you on this journey.
NON-PRINT TEXT > any medium/text that creates meaning through sound or images or both, such as symbols,
words, songs, speeches, pictures, and illustrations not in traditional print form including those seen on computers,
films, and in the environment.

LEARNING LINKS

THURSDAY

THE WORK
OF ART

WHAT IS IT MADE OF?
HOW CAN IT SERVE AS A “TEXT”
FOR STUDENT STUDY IN
THE CLASSROOM?
The performers of Versa-Style bound onto the stage
in faded jeans, jerseys, sneakers and caps, hands
clapping over their heads and kilowatt smiles radiating
toward the crowd. The funk of That’s the Way I Like It
causes the stage to vibrate, punctuated by percussive
uh-huh’s. This is a mash up of hip hop moves, break dancing, unison steps, athletic leaps, and so much more.
Heads bend over hand-held mics as voices launch into rapping and song and from time to time our entertainers
transition smoothly into the educational part of this lecture demonstration. In these moments, the whole of
Hip-Hop culture history unfolds before us.

THE ARTISTS

WHO HAS PRODUCED
THIS WORK?

This dance ensemble consists of committed and conscientious
artists who represent, as they say, “the diversity and beautiful
complexity of Los Angeles.” Their highly energetic performances
fuse dances that are culturally significant to that community. HipHop styles such as 90s Hip-Hop, House, Popping, Locking, Whacking
and Boogaloo play a key role. But then so do Afro-Latin styles like
Salsa, Merengue, Cumbia and Afro-Cuban. In lecture demonstration
performances like the one offered here, Versa-Style educates, as well. The audience comes away with a deeper
awareness of the roots, history, and social/political contexts surrounding the art form.
Part of Versa-Style’s mission is to develop under-served students into successful artists and members of society.
They achieve this through the Versa-Style Pathway to Success. This pipeline system consists of school shows
and residencies, evening dance classes, dance community events, an annual festival with legendary dance icons,
admittance to the company Next Generation (training level), and then to the company itself as a full member.

JACKIE LOPEZ and LEIGH FOAAD (who, by the way, are married) founded
Versa-Style Dance Company in 2005, and they are its artistic directors too. These
Los Angeles natives share a passion for dance and performance. Having embraced the
culture of Hip-Hop dance, they are bent on passing the legacy on to new generations.
They have choreographed work for various colleges and universities. Lopez and Foaad,
who are also known as Miss Funk and Breeze-lee, served as cultural ambassadors
through the Arts Envoy Cultural Exchange Program in Israel, Egypt, India and Colombia.
Additionally, they have won dance battle titles in Korea, Italy, Canada and France.
Their documentary Furious Beauty created an excited stir at the LA Film Festival.
And they are the 2015 recipients of the Lester Horton Artist Appreciation Award.
“I’m a first-generation Latina,” says Lopez. “My parents immigrated to Los Angeles from El Salvador. I went to
Logan Elementary [in Echo Park], which is where my love for dance began, as I had access to an after-school
program. [In] school, I always did my best to stay involved in the arts. The arts saved my life! My theater workshop
teacher...asked me a simple question, “Are you going to college?” For the first time, I felt heard and felt that
someone deeply cared for me, but most importantly believed in me. I’m the first in my family to attend UCLA and
graduated Summa Cum Laude.”

CONTEXTS

WHAT INFORMATION SURROUNDS
THIS WORK OF ART AND COULD HELP
MAKE STUDENTS’ ENGAGEMENT
WITH IT MORE POWERFUL?

“Hip-Hop,” says Versa-Style, “breaks color lines by
creating a forum where people come together for a
common passion rather than grouping themselves by
race or socio-economic backgrounds. Versa-Style demonstrates freedom of expression, freedom of individuality,
hard work, self-discipline and dedication to the form.”

The 1970s gave birth to Hip-Hop in Jamaican-American,
African-American and Latino-American urban areas in
large U.S. cities. One very striking element is its form of
vocalization: rapping. In rap, words are rhythmically chanted. Rhyming is an essential component. Hip-Hop songs
are often about urban life. The musical style borrows from the world of pop, for example disco and reggae.
Culturally, Hip-Hop features a style of dressing called urban. Baggy pants, work boots and oversize shirts are
staples. Breakdancing or b-boying/b-girling, is a competitive form of dance associated with Hip-Hop. It involves
virtuosic floor work. Hip-Hop has its own visual art form too. In the street art known as graffiti, people paint
pictures or words on walls. Hip-Hop musicians often use nicknames. Some popular Hip-Hop musicians are
Snoop Dogg, Jay-Z, Eminem, Lil Wayne and 50 Cent.

“Versa-Style
aims to perform,
connect and educate.”
> VERSA-STYLE
DANCE COMPANY

TEACHER-LED
CLASSROOM
LESSONS

HOW CAN YOUR STUDENTS EXPLORE
THIS WORK OF ART IN YOUR
CLASSROOM THROUGH ART MAKING,
RESEARCH, QUESTIONING
AND REFLECTION?
TRY TEACHING THESE LESSONS.

LESSON 1 BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE

LINE OF INQUIRY
How does Versa-Style create Hip-Hop-style raps that convey identity?

QUESTION
What do we know about Hip-Hop? What skills are needed?
What about rapping? What cultures contribute to Hip-Hop?
Write students’ responses on the board.

SHARE this excerpt from Chris Raschka’s Hip-Hop Dog:
I was born into a litter of eight brothers
and eight sisters
Friendly takers took the others
Now I got no puppy-sitters

QUESTION
What do we learn from these four lines? Who is ‘talking?’ What has happened? What are some things we can
infer about the rapper’s identity? What do we notice about word choice, rhyme scheme and slang elements?
What are some of our own identities (3rd graders, Ms. Smith’s class, Californians, etc.)?

ART MAKING
In table groups, students collaborate on writing four lines of a rap song. First, groups select one of their identities.
Then they come up with some potential ideas about what aspect of that identity will be conveyed in the text. Every
student takes an active role. How can artistic imagination also play a role in creating this rap?

ASK STUDENTS
Any qualities or skills we want to add to our list?

SHARE
Groups determine who will deliver their rap aloud to the rest of the class. After each is read, ask open-ended
questions of the listeners about word choice, rhythm, rhyme and ideas conveyed.

REFLECTION
Each student writes a paragraph: My thoughts on the connection between rapping and identity. (In younger grades,
variants on these steps can be guided by you at the board with the whole class.)

LESSON 2 AFTER THE PERFORMANCE
LINE OF INQUIRY
How does Versa-Style create dynamic Hip-Hop-based dance performance using shapes, angles, levels
and groupings?

ASK STUDENTS
What did you notice about the performance? What in particular did you notice about the shapes and angles
dancers made with their bodies? What about levels and groupings?
Have students close their eyes and think of memorable moments in the show when these elements were vivid.

ASK STUDENTS
What does it look like? Who is on stage? How are they dressed? Where are they? What shapes are they making?
Are their bodies angled in some way? Who is at the highest level – and who at the lowest?

ART MAKING
Students individually produce sketches or more detailed drawings of these remembered images.

SHARE
Students visit each other’s work. Then you can select one for group discussion. Ask open-ended questions that
help students take a close read of this image.

REFLECTION
Students write a paragraph: Why does it matter that performing groups like Versa-Style share Hip-Hop’s history
with student audiences?

QUESTIONS

PUT THESE QUESTIONS TO GOOD USE HELPING STUDENTS REFLECT
ON THEIR PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE.
> What did you notice about the performers? How many of each gender?
> How would you describe their outfits?
> What are some words that describe how the performers moved?
> How did the performers use the stage space?
> How were these ideas used in the dancing: shapes, levels, groupings, angles?
> What are the different ways in which the performers related to one another?
> Which dances/songs stood out for you – and why?
> What were the different musical genres you noticed?
> How would you describe the voices?
> What was the ratio of singing to rapping?

> What are some texts that had an impact on you as a listener?
> What were transitions between dances and lecture like?
> Which insights into the hip hop culture were new to you?
> What skills and personal qualities do the performers appear to bring to this work?
> What are some of the ways in which you responded to this work — and why?
> What thoughts does this work awaken in you in terms of culture and community?

EXPLORE &
DISCOVER

The following two pages can be sent home with
students as a homework assignment. It has been
designed to serve two purposes:

1 To inform the people at home about the experience
their student is about to have, and give them enough
information to dialogue about it.

ACTIVITY PAGES FOR 2 To allow the student to become a bit familiar with
THE STUDENT AND FAMILY. some of the aspects of the performance before they
attend it at the McCallum.

“The arts
saved my life!”
> JACKIE LOPEZ, CO-FOUNDER

Really young students will need an adult or older
sibling/friend to guide them through the pages, and
help them with writing, whereas older students can
do this on their own. More mature students (middle
or high school) might need your to help to understand
which activities they can go deep with based on their
frame of reference. Ideally there’s little bit of follow up
in the classroom on students’ experiences with these
pages prior to going to the show. If not utilized as
homework, these pages can be also be distributed and
completed in class.

EXPLORE & DISCOVER
ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS, FAMILY MEMBERS AND/OR FRIENDS.

You will be going with your class to see Versa-Style Dance Company at the McCallum Theatre in
the near future. They are a Hip-Hop dance company from Los Angeles. Versa-Style performs as part of
the McCallum Theatre Education Field Trip Series. If you want to know more about The Field Trip Series,
visit this website: www.mccallumtheatre.com/index.php/education/field-trips
IN THIS PERFORMANCE you will experience exciting cutting-edge dance that blends many styles
and is grounded in Hip-Hop. There is singing and beat boxing too! And to weave it all together the
dancers share – in words – the whole of Hip-Hop culture history.

LOS ANGELES: TRUE OR FALSE?

Take it yourself – and then have a friend or family member take it!
(Answers are at the end of this doc but don’t peek yet!)

T OR F

T/
T/
T/
T/
T/

F
F
F
F
F

Los Angeles has seven area codes – more than any city in the U.S.
The ancient Chumash name for the L.A. basin translates to valley of smoke.
In Hollywood’s Forever Cemetery, Mel Blanc’s grave reads “That’s all folks.”
L.A. has the largest boulder ever transported – a 340-ton chunk of granite.
In L.A., there are nearly 7,000 people per square mile. New York has 5,319.

THE DANCES OF VERSA-STYLE INCLUDE THESE STYLES:
> 90s Hip-Hop > House>

Popping, Locking, Whacking > Boogaloo > Salsa > Merengue

Which ones do YOU know? Research the others. Interview a friend or family member for additional information
and write it down here:

VERSA-STYLE IS ALL ABOUT DIVERSITY! AND SO IS L.A.! IF DIVERSITY WERE
AN IMAGE, WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE? DRAW IT HERE
HISPANIC OR LATINO: 47.5%
NON-HISPANIC WHITES: 29.4%
ASIAN: 10.7%
BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN: 9.8%
NATIVE AMERICAN: 0.5%
NATIVE HAWAIIAN &
OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER: 0.2%
– 2010 UNITED STATES CENSUS

EXPLORE & DISCOVER
“I’m a first-generation Latina,” says Jackie Lopez, co-founder of Versa-Style along with Leigh Foaad.
“My parents immigrated to Los Angeles from El Salvador. I went to Logan Elementary [in Echo Park], which is
where my love for dance began, as I had access to an after-school program. [In] school, I always did my best
to stay involved in the arts. The arts saved my life! My theater workshop teacher...asked me a simple question,
“Are you going to college?” For the first time, I felt heard and felt that someone deeply cared for me, but most
importantly believed in me. I’m the first in my family to attend UCLA and graduate Summa Cum Laude.”

What’s one question you would like to ask Jackie? Write that here:

The 1970s gave birth to Hip-Hop in Jamaican-American,
African-American and Latino-American urban areas in large
U.S. cities. One very striking element is its form of vocalization:
rapping. In rap, words are rhythmically chanted. Rhyming is an
essential component. The musical style borrows from the world
of pop – for example disco and reggae.

TRY OUT THIS HIP-HOP LYRIC:
And the way that you walk And the way that you talk
And the way that you look from your hat to your socks
It’s a beautiful thing being yourself /
And not trying to act like everyone else
I’m a tell you the truth and you gotta agree /
Man I can’t be you – No I gotta be me
So what you gotta be? – I gotta me be.
– Gotta be Me by Hip-Hop artist Secret Agent 23 Skidoo
(also featured on McCallum’s 2019-20 Field Trip Series)

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS YOU CAN KEEP
IN MIND AT THE SHOW:
1 What are some words that describe
how the performers moved?
2 What skills did the performers demonstrate?
3 How did the performers relate to each other
– and to the audience?
4 What things did they say about Hip-Hop culture
that were new to you?
5 When you think about the ideas of community &
culture, why does a performance like this matter?

AFTER THE SHOW, have a family

member or friend ask you the questions above
and write down the answers here:

1 Speak these words like a rapper.

1

2 Add in a move or two
3 Can you add a little BEAT BOX to that?

2

Play with rhythmic patterns. Try different ideas.

3
4
5

All five statements about L.A. are...True!

What are you noticing about
Hip-Hop as you try these
things out?

